User-Driven Design Principles for Gesture Representations
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ABSTRACT
Many recent studies have explored user-defined interactions for touch and gesture-based systems through end-user elicitation. While these studies have facilitated the user-end of the human-computer dialogue, the subsequent design of gesture representations to communicate gestures to the user vary in style and consistency. Our study explores how users interpret, enact, and refine gesture representations adapting techniques from recent elicitation studies. To inform our study design, we analyzed gesture representations from 30 elicitation papers and developed a taxonomy of design elements. We then conducted a partnered elicitation study with 30 participants producing 657 gesture representations accompanied by think-aloud data. We discuss design patterns and themes that emerged from our analysis, and supplement these findings with an in-depth look at users’ mental models when perceiving and enacting gesture representations. Finally, based on the results, we provide recommendations for practitioners in need of “visual language” guidelines to communicate possible user actions.
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INTRODUCTION
Using graphics and illustrations to represent gestures provides a rich vocabulary of design elements for expressing the dimensions of interaction [16]. These representations are common in gesture-based systems as learning supplements for new users, as well as within academic papers communicating findings on user-defined gestures [14,20,21,25,30,31,33,34]. Even less constrained and more sophisticated interaction styles available with the latest wearable and mobile devices, such as virtual and augmented reality interfaces, will both broaden the scope of interaction and increase the need to communicate unfamiliar symbolic input of a foreign systems and/or modalities [30]. Likewise, research that explores gesture input in gesture-based systems will need to communicate new forms of gesture findings with the advent of new interactive technology. For example, recent elicitation studies have been investigating user-defined gestures using a wide range of multi-modal and mid-air interactions [4,5,17,37].

While the range of gesture-based interfaces is expanding, and despite interface design guidelines existing for popular gesture-based technologies2, there are few broadly accepted conventions to articulate the dimensions of a gesture in a single graphical “language.” Disparate design patterns are used across existing guidelines and academic papers (Figure 1) with little guarantee that the users, be it other researchers, system developers, or, as in our study, potential end-users, will interpret the depicted gesture correctly. The trouble is often that existing representations are designed by researchers and designers with the full knowledge of how the gesture was originally enacted, inevitably leading to omissions based on assumptions on what does and does not need to be communicated in the representation.
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Figure 1. Various representations of the ‘single finger swipe’ gesture in different academic papers [27,36,10,14,35,5,13,2].
Existing elicitation studies have emphasized the user form of gestural input, but little research has been done in the way of understanding the communication of gestures as symbolic output to the user. Narrowing the articulation gap between computer and user, on both ends, leads to quicker learning of a system, faster task performing, reduced error rate, and faster recall [8]. The benefits for closing this articulation gap further are twofold: designers and researchers can focus on the goal of the communication—facilitating intended interaction with their system or expressing findings—and users can feel more directly engaged with, and in control of, interaction techniques.

As there are many options that design elements afford in the articulation of a gesture, we ask what an ideal composition of elements may consist of for seamless communication to the user. How can gesture representations be designed to help users form the correct mental models to make the leap from symbolic communication to gesture enactment? A better understanding of how users interpret and enact gestures based on representations would facilitate more concise articulation of available interactions and creation of a more seamless dialogue between the user and the system.

We adapted the end-user elicitation methodology from Wobbrock et al. [38] to investigate how users process gesture representations and how this may contrast with existing mental models around gesture representation interpretation. Our research is made-up of two studies. Study 1 contributes a taxonomy of the graphical elements used to communicate gestures, comprised of six dimensions and 26 categories ranging from multi-frame to finger touchpoints. Study 2 contributes quantitative and qualitative dimensions of user-elicited gesture representations refined with partners. By first analyzing and generating a taxonomy from existing representations in Study 1 similar to [38], we could use the results to systematically compare designer and end-user produced representations from Study 2.

Our observations during production, enactment, and refinement stages illuminated participants’ thought processes during interpretation of gesture representations. We analyzed agreement among participants in encoding fundamental aspects of gestures, including motion, position, posture, touch, and time, possibly indicating a shared preference and interpretation of graphical presentation. From the synthesis of these findings, we provide guidance using design principles to create gesture representations with and for end-users.

**RELATED WORK**

To the best of our knowledge, no work has been done specifically investigating the graphical representation of gestures, but related work has been done in the way of recognition and interpretation of icons, evolving end-user elicitation methodologies, and gesture learning strategies for interactive systems.

**Icon Graphical Perception**

Communication with icons is widely used in the field of HCI, and researchers have been exploring the taxonomies and measurement of icon characteristics to gain a better understanding of how users perceive and interpret the icon design. Garcia et al. [11] developed a subjective metric for rating the abstractness and concreteness of icons and found that both the concreteness and context affected the identification of icons. McDougal et al. [22] extended the measurement of icon characteristics by establishing rating norms for icon concreteness, complexity, meaningfulness, familiarity, and semantic distance. Furthermore, McDougall et al. [23] also examined the effects of some icon characteristics on users’ performance, indicating that it would be possible to design concrete and simple icons to facilitate learnability and efficiency. McDougall and Isherwood [24] found a dynamic pattern of how users utilize the stimulus characteristics, such as familiarity and semantic distance, to identify icons. Based on this previous research, a comprehensive and generalizable icon taxonomy was proposed by Nakamura and Zeng-Treitler [29], including axes of lexical category, semantic category and representation strategy. Their findings of the taxonomy and the three strategies factors provided a robust measurement for assessing and creating icons.

Compared to regular interface icons, gesture representations are usually more complex, containing both concrete body parts and abstract symbols for motion. Little attention has been paid to how various graphical elements are used to construct the representation of gestures, and our research addresses this gap.

**Improved Elicitation Studies**

To cope with the increasing variety of interactions, researchers have strived for more user-centered gesture design by incorporating users into the design process. Wobbrock et al. [38] proposed the user elicitation method as one way to help understand users’ perception and mental models about interaction gestures. This methodology elicits design input from users and finds consensus sets of gestures among users’ proposed designs. Since then, researchers have investigated users’ preference for various types of gestures with this method. Moreover, Rädle et al. [32] have used elicitation to generate spatially-aware cross-device interactions, and other researches have concerned freehand gestures for Mid-air TV and living room control [7, 28, 37]. Follow-up research results showed that users preferred user-designed gesture sets compared with gestures designed by experts [27]. As gestures are getting more complex with a higher degree of freedom, it is necessary to focus on how to communicate those gestures efficiently to users as well.

Despite the usefulness of the user elicitation method for generating user input, there remains the problem of legacy bias, that is, users’ previous experience with interfaces could cause bias in their creation, thus fail to explore more potential new designs. To reduce legacy bias, Morris et al.
[26] proposed three techniques to improve this method: production, priming, and partner. Production forces participants to generate more proposals than the most readily available one. Priming works by showing participants examples of new technologies to inspire creativity. Partner requires users to participate in an elicitation study in groups receiving feedback from partners and improvising. In our study, we used this improved user elicitation method to obtain more creative gesture representation designs from participants, and incorporated an iterative process between participants to better understand the users’ mental models.

**Gesture Representations for Learning**

Novel techniques for users, especially novices, to learn gestures have also been investigated. Bragdon et al. designed GestureBar [3], a new user interface that vividly presents how to execute gestures using animations, tips and practice areas, and conducted a qualitative study to show that GestureBar is preferred by users compared to traditional cheat sheets for learning gesture commands. Freeman et al. [9] developed an in-situ learning system, ShadowGuide, for novice users to efficiently learn and enact complicated multi-touch and whole-hand gestures, by displaying the current posture as feedback, and necessary completion paths as feedforward.

Currently, most researchers and designers use their own way of representing gestures without standards or guidelines in expressing gesture articulation. Therefore, our study examines how users perceive, understand, and identify gesture representations when enacting them. This will facilitate the above-mentioned gesture learning systems by providing suggestions to design representations that can express gesture details effectively to users.

**STUDY 1: A TAXONOMY FOR REPRESENTATIONS**

Due to the exploratory nature of this research, our first study focused on gaining knowledge of existing processes and tools used to create gesture representations. This study was a two-step process: interviewing designers and researchers of existing representations followed by an in-depth analysis of existing gesture representations in academic papers.

**Interviews with Elicitation Researchers**

An author contacted six researchers that had led their own elicitation studies [14,20,21,25,30,31,33,34] for an informal interview by email and Skype. Interviewees had previously conducted gesture elicitation in various modalities and had produced gesture representations to communicate findings. Just between these six researchers, the way in which they created representations varied significantly—two utilized photograph with motion lines transposed over them, two were solely text, and the remaining two were illustrations. Researchers drew on experiences besides the paper at hand to speak to other techniques and processes they had personally used in other elicitation studies.

Interviewees were asked specifically about who designed their gesture representations, what the thought process and considerations in choosing graphical elements was, and what tool support, if any, was used or could be useful in creating future gesture representations.

Three common threads concerning the production of gesture representations surfaced in the interviews:

1. Researchers relied on the same tools when creating illustrations: Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop. The most common process was tracing over a photograph using one of these programs and a filter. These tools and techniques researchers felt comfortable and satisfied using.

2. Design elements comprising the representation of gestures were chosen as an informal, ad-hoc process amongst co-authors and often influenced by the representations in the original end-user elicitation paper [38].

3. Researchers spoke to maintaining a balance between the *ease* of production and the *communicative effectiveness* throughout the production process.

These interviews primarily gave us a better grasp of the current production and use of representations, especially in academic papers. Overall, ad-hoc creations of representations based on past papers or researcher/designer discretion omits the deep consideration of end-user expectations, leaving room for miscommunication. Researchers were focused on communicating gesture sets to readers and/or users, but the lack of design guidelines left the burden on researchers to discern proper design elements, and shifted goals to *ease* of production, detracting from the effort and time out towards the primary goal. Taking out the *how-to* of the design process would let researchers focus back on the original intent: communication of findings. Involving the user in creating representations and deriving principles from there would lead to a clearer design process for researchers and designers when considering the expression of gestures for users in their papers and beyond.

**Literature Review**

Our analysis of representations began with classifying design elements used to encode gestures in representations in existing literature. We applied a grounded theory approach to account for the lack of an existing theoretical framework [18]. To capture a large breadth of current elicitation studies, our sample was collected from the ACM list of citations from the original end-user elicitation “End-User Defined Gestures for Surface Computing” [38]. We included those papers that contained representations of interactions across all modalities that appeared at CHI, ISS (formerly ITS), and UbiComp conferences. In total, this resulted in 30 papers, encompassing 3 modalities—touch, air, and object-centric. Representations included a variety
of production techniques such as tracing, photographs, computer graphics, abstract lines and dots, and text.

We followed an inductive method that included an iterative process through three phases of coding: open, axial, and categorical. Two authors independently coded themes and common design elements found in our data and consolidated categories and dimensions of representations together. Through three iterations of this coding process design elements and higher-level categories of common design patterns emerged from the data. A final set of codes was agreed upon and validated through inter-rater reliability ($k = .910, p < .005$).

### Classification of Gesture Representations

Based on the analysis of current elicitation studies we produced a taxonomy of design elements used to communicate gestural interactions (Table 1), consisting of six dimensions and 26 categories.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework that classifies the design elements used in symbolic communication of gesture representations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; Person</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt; Person</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>Gesture Elements</td>
<td>1-Sided Arrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bird’s eye</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-Sided Arrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Side Angle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dotted Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>Finger Trail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Context</td>
<td>Full-Body</td>
<td>Other Motion Lines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower-Body</td>
<td>Touchpoints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper-Body</td>
<td>Numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Body Parts</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Context</td>
<td>Physical Objects</td>
<td>Bending Joints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual Objects</td>
<td>Axis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Our taxonomy of design elements used in gesture representations. Structural elements are denoted with shading.

**Taxonomy of Gesture Representations**

The design elements that comprise gesture representations were classified into 6 categories: Body context, Environmental context, Perspective, Frame, Color, and Gesture elements.

**Body context** includes extraneous body parts in the representations that were not vital for the enactment of the gesture. An example of this would be a representation including a forearm in a surface gesture that required only the hands and fingers. Similarly, **Environmental context** expresses objects external to the body and not inherently a part of the gesture, such as a screen present in the representation that was not being directly interacted with in the gesture.

**Perspective** encompasses point-of-view of the representation, including the angle (Mirror, Bird’s eye, Side Angle) and whether the representation is read as the user personally enacting it (1<sup>st</sup> person) or being shown the gesture (3<sup>rd</sup> person). **Frame** represents whether a single frame was used with other gesture elements to communicate aspects such as motion and time, or if multiple frames were used to communicate a single gesture.

**Color** includes the use of both hue and shade for encoding gestural aspects. We grouped **Perspective**, **Frame**, and **Color** as **structural** elements that are necessary for the design of any representation.

Comparatively, **Gesture elements** (as well as **Body context** and **Environmental context**) is grouped as **details** of a representation, and is added to structure to further communicate aspects of the gesture. **Gesture elements** encompasses all symbols and signs added to the representation. **How** and **when** design elements are used to encode aspects of a gesture in end-user produced representations is discussed in the following sections.

![Figure 2. Examples of taxonomy elements used in gesture representations. From top left to bottom right: (A) [5] Color, Multi-frame, 1<sup>st</sup> Person, Ghost, and Touchpoints. (B) [13] Upper-body, 3<sup>rd</sup> Person, Single Frame, 1-Sided Arrows, Dotted Lines, Finger Trail, Label and Physical Object. (C) [37] Upper-body, 3<sup>rd</sup> Person, Single Frame, Other Motion Lines, Numbers, and Physical Object. (D) [30] Side Angle, 2-Sided Arrows, dotted Lines, Ghost, Axis, Virtual Object.](image-url)
Analysis
Our coding approach was intended to tease out only graphical communication elements while ensuring the taxonomy was not skewed by modality or gesture type. Through iterations of coding, any elements judged to contribute little communicative value were excluded. For example, Color was coded when it added emphasis to the part of the hand in motion, but was not included if the entire representation was in color and thus not used strategically for communicative purposes. Similarly, elements that were inherent to the gesture, rather than a conscious design choice, were also not included. For example, an object-centric gesture enacted with a mobile phone was not coded with the category Physical Object since including the mobile phone was fundamental to the gesture itself.

STUDY 2: USER-DEFINED REPRESENTATIONS
We employed a traditional elicitation method [38] and adapted additions to the approach including priming, production, and partners [26]. Our design situated one participant as a designer and the other as a system user providing feedback. The structure encouraged feedback, as opposed to traditional elicitation designs that deter feedback to keep an unrevised mental model intact. This method has been used in past elicitation studies [19] in which a person, rather than a system, provides feedback to the other participant proceeding initial elicitation. In our study, rather than acting as a recognizer, though, the partner was a first-time user of a “system” that needed to enact the represented gesture presented to them. The gesture could only be communicated to the unknowing partner through representations, as a game of empirical Pictionary. The flow of our study facilitated a more natural dialogue between system and user, in which the use of design elements, and the alteration of those elements, could be observed and talked through. Unaffected user-defined representations in the beginning stages were recorded, and designs were then used in the proceeding simulated user-computer dialogue to refine designs between partners.

Participants
We recruited 30 paid participants (20 were female, 10 were male) through a university-maintained human subjects research platform. Participants had to be 18 years or older. The average age was 23 (sd= 3.9). We wanted to recruit end-users that are not expert designers or researchers, but do have experience using gesture-based interfaces. 27 participants reported daily use, the remaining three once a week. Only three participants had an education and/or career history in design. For learning the symbolic input vocabulary of their gesture-based technologies, most reported that they relied on trial-and-error (29 participants), searching online (20 participants), and being taught by someone else (17 participants). Participants were compensated $20 for the approximate 1.5-hour study time.

Choosing Gestures
We chose gestures from the original 30 papers used in our sample from Study 1. Of these papers, we excluded three with text-only representations, since chosen gestures were balanced evenly across our taxonomy and these representations could solely be coded as text. This left 27 remaining papers. One gesture was chosen from each paper, and selected so the entirety of the sample covered every category of the taxonomy.

Study Procedure
Our procedure was an eight-step process (Figure 3) outlined in detail below.

1. Before using partners [26], participants were first set up sitting at back-to-back screen. They were each primed with ten existing gesture representations presented on their screens, drawn from the sample described earlier evenly balanced across our taxonomy of design elements.

2. Next, each participant was shown five videos of different and randomly selected gestures enacted from our pool. Gesture videos shown to participants were all under ten seconds, performed on a tabletop to simulate surface gestures, mid-air to simulate AR/VR gestures, and used appropriate objects for object-centric gestures.

3. Participants were provided pencils, pens, and Sharpies and asked to produce three different representations for each gesture they were presented, thinking aloud as they did so. Afterwards, for each representation, they were asked to rate how well their representation communicated
the gesture in the video on a 1-5 scale, 1 being no resemblance to the original gesture and 5 being a perfect representation of the gesture.

4. One participant (A) presented the three representations that they created for their first gesture to their partner (B). As (B) tried to enact the represented gesture, they talked aloud as to what design elements and combinations of elements were translated into their specific movements. While the intended gesture was the same across the production set, (B) was asked to justify each movement according to the representation elements, avoiding a learning bias as they progressed through each representation in the set.

5. After each enactment of the gesture, (A) rated on a separate sheet of paper how well they believed their partner enacted the gesture based on their representation.

6. If the enacted gesture was not determined correct by the researchers, iteration was used. (A) played the role of an adaptive system that, based on the enactment and thinking aloud from their partner, chose to make changes to an existing representation, or design a new one completely, to nudge their partner towards a more accurate enactment. Every iteration, even if one of the original three were altered, was captured on video. If the gesture was enacted correctly, we skipped to step (7).

7. (B) then enacted the gesture again, thinking aloud as they did so, based on the new representation. (A) rated again how well their partner enacted this gesture using the new representation.

8. (B) was then shown the correct gesture video or confirmed that they enacted the gesture correctly. Once (B) was aware of the correct gesture, and having been a “user” of the representations the partners co-designed a final representation, or together decided the (A) produced representation needed no further revisions, and answered follow-up questions about their final design, concerning match, complexity, and meaningfulness of symbols used.

This procedure continued for each elicited set of all five gestures that (A) was shown. Next, the roles for (A) and (B) were switched and the same procedure was followed.

**Analysis**

For the analysis, we used our taxonomy from Study 1 to code a priori the final 150 representations from participants using the design elements and categories that comprise our taxonomy. We employed content analysis [18] as an approach to systematically code participant produced representations. Two authors separately coded ten elicited representations, validated definitions of categories and dimensions against one another to ensure consistency, and continued coding the remainder of the elicited final representations. Final coding was validated using Cohen’s Kappa ($k = .8978$, $p < .005$).

**Dealing with Low-Fidelity End-User Representations**

It became clear during the analysis that there are inherent differences in the contexts of representation production between participants and designers and/or researchers. These are:

1. Difference in background knowledge and design insight: designers/researchers had a deeper understanding of the represented gesture.

2. Difference in available time, training, and tools: our participants were given pen and paper, but our researcher interviews revealed mostly digital tools were used and representations created post-hoc.

To account for this in our analysis, we excluded design elements, such as text, that participants had used to compensate for unclear or incomplete drawings. We also differentiated the use of pens, pencils, and sharpies provided as Color when used strategically to emphasize various aspects of the gesture, the same as our approach to coding researcher/designer produced representations.

**Finding Consensus**

Once each final design had been classified in our taxonomy from Study 1, two authors grouped designs within each gesture based on similarity in design elements presented in each representation. Since our gestures were assigned randomly to participants, the number of final representations elicited range from one to nine. We chose to calculate agreement for those gestures that had four or more final representations produced for them (19 total). Although four is a relatively small sample size, given the laborious and iterative process that partners undertook in arriving at these representations, authors agreed that the respective design elements partners chose for their final representations were not coincidental.

Figure 4 illustrates the 19 selected gestures from the literature used in our study and presents agreement scores adapted from Wobbrock et al. [38].

The average agreement across all gestures was ($A = .547$). Generally speaking, this is indicates good consensus among participants in line with other elicitation studies, e.g., performed by Wobbrock [38] ($A = .32/.28$) and Morris [28] ($A = .399$). We will attempt to interpret some of the results.

The first two gestures had 100% perfect agreement amongst participants. This was probably because the two gestures were simple and the space for improved articulation was limited. The next segment of gestures had agreement scores of 50-75%. These included a variety of graphical styles and even text. Among the 12 gestures with agreement above 50%, 10 were hand gestures and only 2 were upper-body gestures. 9 contained only one simple motion such as swipe, tap, or slide. The other 3 contained multiple taps or slide with tap, which could be easily expressed in the popular norms of touchpoints and tapping motion line. The last segment is composed of representations for two gestures with agreement of less than 25%. We believe that this is because users were unfamiliar with representing lower-body motion and detailed finger movement.
THEMES IN END USER-ELICITED REPRESENTATIONS

Elicitations, coupled with think-aloud data, gave us a better understanding of how taxonomy elements are commonly applied by end-users to encode various aspects of the gesture. The data presented rich qualitative insight into the common design decisions and patterns participants incorporated throughout representations.

![Figure 4. The agreement scores from end-user elicited representations across 19 gestures from academic papers [38,30,6,14,1,28,5,15,7,1,2,13,7,10,37,4,36,12,33].](image)

Figure 5. Design themes extracted from user-elicited gesture representations.

Our content analysis uncovered five aspects that a representation often must articulate using various graphical elements and design choices: Time, Position, Posture, Motion, and Touch. In each representation, encodings from our design element taxonomy are used to communicate some or all gesture aspects. Participants encoded these aspects with various design elements from the taxonomy, to varying degrees of success in end-user communication seen with the partner enactment portion of the study. We calculated the most commonly used categories from our taxonomy used to encode these dimensions of a final representation, which partners agreed upon as an accurate representation of the gesture (Figure 6).

Briefly, listed below are observed common uses and misconceptions concerning these aspects:

- **Time** illustrates the sequence of motion and hand posture in any given gesture. Commonly, time communicated across space was often mistaken as motion. For example, an arrow used to communicate the order of frames (Figure 5, A) was interpreted as the start and end position of the hand and enacted incorrectly by 9 participants. As illustrated in Figure 6, order was most commonly represented by multi-frame and/or numbers.

- **Position**, specifically fixed position and stop and ending points relative to the rest of the body, were most commonly misinterpreted by participants. To remedy this, full or partial body was added for context and point of view, but participants kept extraneous body parts to a minimum to maintain focus on where the motion was taking place. Using a symbol as an eye (Figure 5, B) to illustrate point-of-view and clarify relative position was a new technique not seen in academic papers and used among 3 different participants.

- **Posture** is the shape of the hand necessary to enact a gesture correctly. Perspective and color were added to emphasize or give clarity to the correct posture of the hand in 16 elicited representations, such as changing the perspective of the representation to better illustrate the hand posture (Figure 5, C). Disrupting perspective consistency confused many participants enacting the gesture, and resulted in a delayed processing and/or wrong enactment.

- **Motion** was shown in half of final representations with points or arrows on joints specifically where bend and/or movement was happening to help make the gesture more precise. Users consistently
expressed during think-aloud enactment the need for clear indication of starting and ending points of a motion, and how many times a motion should be made if double-sided arrows encoded continuous motion. 71 of 90 final representations included start and end indications, and 31 of those used a solid or start position and lighter end positions (8 final representations used the reverse and the others did not differentiate gesture start and end).

- **Touch** was most commonly communicated by touchpoints, used by 25 of 30 participants (Figure 6), but perspective changes were also used by 9 participants (Figure 5, E). Color was used by 8 participants for both touchpoints and literal shadows above a surface for a hovering gesture. Most users were comfortable with touchpoints and, during iteration, eliminated either touchpoints or the drawn surface, stating that having both surface and touchpoints is redundant, unless used to discern between, e.g., touch and hovering.

This is beneficial in one-off cases, but interacting with multiple interaction technologies that have diverging and/or contradictory graphical patterns will muddle the mental models of the user. In several instances, when partners contradicted established patterns, their enactors were unable to identify the gesture or misread the gesture due to the violation of an already-established norm.

**Searching for Standards, “X Marks the Spot”**
Participants wondered if there was a “correct” or “conventional” way to illustrate various gestural elements, seeking standardized design patterns for gesture representations (P017, G4: “Is there a universal language for these?” G2: “I don’t know the conventions for these lines”). Participants sometimes created their own based on cultural knowledge and metaphor, such as using an X for a final destination, which the participant used to communicate “X marks the spot.” Commonly understood objects, such as a computer mouse (P020, G4), windshield wipers (P018, G1), book (P012, G2), and stop sign (P008, G2) were used as metaphors to communicate motion and posture of the hand (Figure 7, B).

**Mental Model Observations**
While our analysis of participant-produced elicitations demonstrates what and how end-users employed design elements in their representations, direct observations of participants and think-aloud recordings gave us more insight into why the user’s better processed and preferred specific final designs. This section outlines our observations of how participants processed design elements, starting from the broad themes to the use of specific symbols.

**Quick Learners**
Since there is no agreed upon “language” for communicating gesture interaction, we observed semantic conventions that were established between partners over time when creating and interpreting gesture representations. Many participants began learning the graphical “language” of their partners, such as which symbols meant tap or “above the surface” (Figure 7, A) (P02: “Given that I know [my partner] uses this representation [touchpoints] for touching, this helps a lot”).
**Existing Conventions**

It was commonly understood among participants, even before consensus was established, that touchpoints are circles on a surface encircling the fingertips (Figure 7, D). Touchpoints seemed one of the design elements that has become standard in a “graphical lexicon” that participants did not need to establish between their partner. To the gratification of the authors, this common understanding is an indication that more graphical elements, including but not limited to the ones reported in this paper, can become standardized and second-nature for users.

While not always preordained in participants’ mental models, dashed or dotted elements (arrows, hands, etc.) signified motion in air, and solid lines were interpreted as on a surface (Figure 7, D). For the ghost effect, 21 participants used solid lines to signify a start position, and lighter or dashed forms for the end position (Figure 7, D).

**Modality Assumptions**

Surface needed to be indicated between participants, whether that was with touchpoints or a drawn surface. About 70% of surface gesture representations had a surface added to them for the final representation to help guide incorrect partner enactment (such as assuming a mid-air gesture without context).

Constraints on modality for a specific system (i.e. touchscreen is always surface gesture) would clarify this without representing it, but multi-modal interfaces, e.g., for augmented reality where both mid-air and surface gestures could be available, this needs to be communicated.

**Text Over Abstract Symbols, “No Arrows, No Gesture”**

Users tended to use straightforward elements, like ghost and text, to communicate motion more often than existing representations, which preferred arrows and other abstract symbols. In general, during the production phase, users started concrete then added necessary symbols, and partners generally agreed ($M = 4.57$ on a 1-5 scale) that added symbols were imperative to the meaning of the representations (P01: “No arrows, no gesture”).

Although the use of abstract symbols was indispensable, they introduced the need to first establish a common meaning. Often participants labeled arrows, boxes, and circles to make sure partners understood the semantic meaning of their abstract symbols. We found that double the participants incorporated text for graphical elements than designers had in academic papers ($31/150 = .21$ vs $3/30 = .10$).  

**DISCUSSION**

What do these results imply for the future production of gesture representations? Our findings indicate disparities in the use of graphical elements between current gesture representations and those the end-users designed for themselves and their partners. Our analysis has shown that 56.5% (78/138) of final end-user elicited representations were substantially different to previous designer and researcher produced representations (12 user-defined representations were excluded as there was no basis for comparison). Although the designers and researchers creating these representations were practiced HCI professionals, studies such as ours with end-users can be more insightful that with experts, an argument substantiated in previous elicitation studies.

While every designer or researcher undoubtedly has unique circumstances to consider in a gesture representation, closing the articulatory distance is a main goal of any symbolic communication regardless of the context and design constraints for the representation [16]. For this reason, the design principles derived from this study are not intended to be a rigid “design language,” but rather initial guidelines, used at a designer’s discretion, to help a system meet the behaviors and preferences of an end-user. Below we will detail three examples of how our findings can be applied to improve existing gesture representations.

**Three Example Applications of Our Findings**

**Example 1 – An Academic paper**

![Figure 8. A gesture representation from an academic paper [36] (left) and the principle-guided redesign (right).](image)

The image on the left of Figure 8 was included in an elicitation study paper [36] investigating multi-display environments. Our redesign includes several changes in how the representation aspects (underlined) from our Themes section are communicated:

- The side angle helped better communicate the posture of the hand, the touch of the hand on the surface, and position relative to the surface.
- Numbers show sequence (time) of the frames.
- Touchpoints indicated touch in the first frame, and the lack of touchpoints cues hovering position above surface in the third frame.
- Touch and motion are emphasized with color. This includes shadow to show a lack of touch, hovering above the surface.
- The point of view stays consistent throughout the frames and the surface does not disappear.

The original representation came with the caption “Touch Five (Pick) + Throw (Drop).” The redesigned representation can stand alone without caption or further explanation, making for a more seamless interpretation.
There are many elements that align with our findings, but our redesign for this representation focuses specifically on limited animation contexts, such as being printed in an academic paper or an interface that does not support animation and/or cannot load animation in a low-resource setting. We created an example of how this could be best communicated in a still graphic. This would include:

- A single frame avoids redundant and excessive motion expression. We rely on implied motion instead.
- The ghost effect shows a clear beginning and end position, like the original, but conserves space and requires no animation.

**Future Work**

The study findings open opportunities to test and challenge our design guidelines both in practice and in future studies. Representations following these evidence-based principles still need to be implemented into a UI and validated as a more recognizable and ultimately more effective means of communicating gestures than ad-hoc production. Future use of this study design could also provide participants with more sophisticated tools for production to better understand the use of how end-users would produce digital and animated renderings of gestures and enact them.

Future studies could build on our results and investigate automated tools for producing symbolic communication of interaction to users. This study was a step towards the systematic and formulaic production of gesture representations, which could greatly ease the burden of producing these representations for researchers and designers.

**CONCLUSION**

Our analysis of user-defined gesture representations has defined guidelines and principles for designing symbolic communication of interaction in both academic papers and gesture-based systems. This study has furthered conversation on human-computer communication and the intentional use of graphical elements to improve clarity and consistency in symbolic communication. These findings can be used by researchers and designers alike to guide future creations of representations that will take end-user behavior and preference into consideration, refining the less explored system-side of the human-computer dialogue.
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